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Abstract

Models of security-sensitive code enable reasoning about the security implications of code. In this paper
we present an approach for extracting models of security-sensitive operations directly from program
binaries, which lets third-party analysts reason about a program when the source code is not available.
Our approach is based onstring-enhanced white-box exploration, a new technique that improves the
effectiveness of current white-box exploration techniques on programs that use strings, by reasoning
directly about string operations, rather than about the individual byte-level operations that comprise
them. We implement our approach and use it to extract models of the closed-source content sniffing
algorithms of two popular browsers: Internet Explorer 7 andSafari 3.1. We use the generated models
to automatically find recently studied content-sniffing XSSattacks, and show the benefits of string-
enhanced white-box exploration over current byte-level exploration techniques.

1 Introduction

Extracting a model of security-sensitive code is an important problem because such a model allows an
analyst to reason about the security implications of the code. For example, recent work has shown that such
models can be used to find subtle XSS attacks, called content-sniffing XSS attacks [9].

Unfortunately, for most programs models of their security-sensitive operations are not available. Thus,
it is important to develop techniques that can automatically extract such models. For some programs, a
model of their security-sensitive operations can be directly obtained from the source code, but automated
techniques to extract the model are still needed when the code base is large. In addition, for a large num-
ber of commercial-off-the-self applications (COTS), the source code of the application is not available to
an independent analyst and such approach is not possible. Often, when access to the source code is not
possible, one still has access to the binary of the application, which is the most accurate representation of
the application’s functionality because it represents thecode that gets executed. In that case, both static and
dynamic analysis techniques can be applied to the binary. Finally, there are some cases where neither the
source code nor the binary of the application is available toan independent analyst. In that case, if remote
access to the application is available (e.g., an XSS filter used by a web server), one can construct the model
using black-box testing: observing the outputs generated from selected inputs.

Note that we refer to extracting models of some security-sensitive operations of an application, rather
than modeling the complete application. There are two reasons for this. First, for most security analysis we
only need to model some security-sensitive part of an application, such as the access control algorithm of
an operating system, or the content sniffing algorithm in a browser. Second, applications can range up to
many megabytes of binary code. Since model extraction techniques are expensive, it makes sense to focus
the analysis only on the relevant parts of the application.

In this paper we present a technique for extracting models ofsecurity-sensitive operations in an ap-
plication. Our technique works directly on the binary of theapplication and thus can be applied even



when the source code of the application is not available. Ourtechnique uses symbolic execution white-box
exploration, and is similar in spirit to previous techniques that use symbolic execution for automatic test-
ing [16,23,24]. White-box exploration techniques can be used to extract high coverage models that include
many paths, compared to previously used single-path models[12]. The advantage of white-box exploration
techniques over black-box testing is that the models generated by white-box exploration are of higher qual-
ity because black-box testing usually achieves lower coverage, thus relying on heuristics to generalize the
model, which may introduce errors.

Many security-sensitive applications heavily rely on string operations, and current exploration approaches
are not effective at dealing with such operations. Thus, we proposestring-enhanced white-box exploration,
a technique to enhance the exploration of programs that use strings, by reasoning directly about string opera-
tions, rather than reasoning about the individual byte-level operations that comprise those string operations.
Our results show that reasoning directly about string operations increases the coverage that the exploration
achieves per unit of time.

In this paper, we use our model extraction technique to obtain a model for the closed-source content
sniffing algorithms of two different browsers: Internet Explorer 7 and Safari 3.11. Then, we show how the
extracted models enable finding filtering-failure attacks.

Filtering-failure attacks. There exists a broad class of security issues where a filter, intended to block
malicious inputs destined for an application, incorrectlymodels how the application interprets those inputs.
A filtering-failure attack is an evasion attack where the attacker takes advantage of those differences between
the filter’s and the application’s interpretation of the same input to bypass the filter and still compromise the
application.

One class of filtering-failure attacks are content-sniffingXSS attacks [12]. Content sniffing XSS attacks
are a class of cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks in which the attacker uploads some malicious content to a
benign web site (e.g., a picture uploaded to Wikipedia, or a paper uploaded to a conference management
system). The malicious content is accessed by a user of the web site, and is interpreted as HTML by the
user’s browser. Thus, the attacker can run JavaScript, embedded in the malicious content, in the user’s
browser in the context of the site that accepted the content.Such attacks are possible because the web site’s
content filter has a different view than the user’s browser about which content should be considered HTML.
This discrepancy often occurs due to a lack of information orunderstanding by the web site’s developers
about the content sniffing algorithm that runs in the browserand decides what MIME type to associate to
some given content. For instance, some content that the web site’s filter accepts because it interprets it as a
PostScript document might be interpreted as HTML by the browser of the user downloading the content.

There are other examples of filtering-failure attacks. For example, an Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
may deploy a vulnerability signature to protect some unpatched application in the internal network. If the
signature incorrectly models which inputs exploit the vulnerability in the application, then an attacker can
potentially construct an input that is not matched by the IDS’ signature but still exploits the application.
Also, a network filter may try to block traffic from a peer-to-peer (P2P) application; a failure to correctly
model the output messages from the P2P client would allow some traffic to get through.

In this work we build a tool that first extracts the model of thecontent-sniffing algorithm in the browser,
and then uses that model and the model of the web site’s content filter to automatically find content-sniffing
XSS attacks. For web sites that use the content sniffing functions provided by PHP for content filtering,
our tool finds 6 MIME types that an attacker can use to build content-sniffing XSS attacks against Internet
Explorer 7, and a different set of 6 MIME types that the attacker can use against Safari 3.1.

1Though much of Safari is open-source as part of the WebKit project [7], the content sniffing algorithm in Safari is part of the
closed-sourceCFNetworklibrary.
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Contributions. This paper makes the following contributions:

• We propose string-enhanced white-box exploration, a technique for path exploration on program bi-
naries. String-enhanced white-box exploration enables reasoning directly about the string operations
performed by the program, rather than the byte-level operations that comprise them, significantly
increasing the coverage that the exploration achieves per unit of time on programs that use string
operations.

• We design and implement a model extraction tool that employsstring-enhanced white-box exploration
and use it to extract models of the closed-source content sniffing algorithms for two popular browsers:
Internet Explorer 7 and Safari 3.1 We show that the produced models can be used to automatically find
filtering-failure attacks, a class of security issues wherean attacker exploits the differences between a
filter and the program that the filter tries to model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the model extraction problem
and formally define filtering-failure attacks. In Section 3 we introduce our string-enhanced white-box ex-
ploration technique. Then, in Section 4 we describe how the system generates path predicates that contain
string constraints. Next, in Section 5 we detail how the system generates new inputs from the path predi-
cates. We evaluate our approach in Section 6. In Section 7 we describe the related work, and finally, we
conclude in Section 8.

2 Overview and Problem Definition

In this section, we first give an overview of the model extraction problem. Then we formally define filtering-
failure attacks, and finally, we present our running example.

2.1 Model extraction

Extracting a model of a security-sensitive operation of a program is useful for security applications such
as finding filtering-failure attacks, where an attacker exploits the fact that a filter designed to protect some
application incorrectly models the behavior of that application. In this paper we present a model extraction
technique that uses white-box exploration. Our technique works directly on the binary of the application
and thus can be generally applied, even when the source code of the application is not available. Model
extraction techniques that require access only to the binary program are important because of a large class
of commercial-off-the-self applications, for which an independent security analyst has access to the binary
of the application but not to the source code.

Our model extraction technique focuses on extracting models of a single security-sensitive operation of
an application, rather than a model of the whole application. The reason is that for security analysis we
only need to understand the security-sensitive operations, (e.g., the access control algorithm of an operating
system or the content sniffing algorithm in a browser), whichare usually a small subset of the whole appli-
cation. Since model extraction techniques can be expensive, it makes sense to focus the analysis only on the
relevant parts of the application.

An important characteristic of many security applications, such as an IDS signature matching engine, a
content sniffing algorithm in a browser, a host filter to blockinappropriate web content, or a spam filtering
proxy, is that they rely heavily on string operations. Current white-box exploration techniques [16, 23, 24]
are not efficient at dealing with such applications because they contain a large number of loops (potentially
unbounded if they depend on the input). Ourstring-enhanced white-box explorationtechnique improves the
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exploration of programs that use strings by reasoning directly about string operations, which increases the
coverage that the exploration achieves per unit of time.

Using string-enhanced white-box exploration we explore multiple program execution paths, generate a
path predicate for each path and then produce a model that is the disjunction of the path predicates. Then
we apply the generated models to finding filtering-failure attacks. We define this problem next.

2.2 Problem Definition

Given the filter and a model of the application that the filter tries to model, a filtering-failure attack is an
input that is accepted by the filter and can potentially be harmful for the application. Thus, a filtering-failure
attack is an evasion attack that bypasses the filter and stillcan compromise the application. A filter can be
modeled as a Boolean predicate (Maccepted

filter (x)) on an inputx, which returns true if the inputx is considered
safe and false if the input is considered dangerous. In our approach the application’s processing of the
input is also modeled as a Boolean predicate. The exact semantics of the Boolean predicate depend on the
application. We explain how to model the application for a content sniffing attack next.

The content sniffing algorithm in the user’s browser can be modeled as a deterministic multi-class clas-
sifier that takes as input the payload of an HTTP response, theURL of the request, and the response’s
Content-Type header, and produces as output a MIME type for use by the browser. This multi-class
classifier can be split into binary classifiers, one per MIME type returned by the content sniffing algorithm,
where each binary classifier is a Boolean predicate that returns true if the payload of the HTTP response is
considered to belong to that MIME type and false otherwise (for instanceM text/html

csa (x), or Mhtml
csa (x) for

brevity). We term such Boolean predicatessubmodelsto differentiate them from the complete model of the
content sniffing algorithm.

For a content sniffing attack, we seek inputs that are accepted by the web site’s content filter and for
which the content sniffing algorithm (CSA) of the browser outputs a MIME type that can contain active
content, such astext/html or application/x-shockwave-flash. Thus, we can model the
browser’s content sniffing algorithm as a binary classifier that returns true if the HTTP payload is con-
sidered to belong to any of the dangerous MIME types:Mhtml

csa (x) ∨ Mflash
csa (x). To find a content sniffing

attack that is accepted by the web site’s content filter and interpreted as HTML by the browser, we construct
the following query:Maccepted

filter (x) ∧ (Mhtml
csa (x) ∨ Mflash

csa (x)). If the solver returns an input that satisfies
such query, then we have found a content sniffing attack.

2.3 Running example

Figure 1 shows an example content sniffing algorithm that takes as input the proposed MIME type (ct) and
the content (data), and returns a suggested MIME type. It tries to sniff an HTMLdocument when the pro-
posed MIME type istext/plainand JPEG and GIF images if the proposed MIME type isapplication/octet-
stream. A possible filtering-failure attack for this algorithm would require a Content-Type oftext/plainand
the content to contain the string<html>, because that is the only option to return a MIME type that can
contain active code. An attacker could use the following input to try to bypass a content filter in a website
and run JavaScript in the browser:

CT: text/plain
DATA: GIF89a<html><script>alert("XSS");</script></html>
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1 const char* text_mime = "text/plain", binary_mime = "application/octet-stream";
2 const char* html_mime = "text/html", gif_mime = "image/gif", jpeg_mime = "image/jpeg";
3

4 const char* sniff(char *ct, char *data) {
5 // Sniff HTML from text/plain
6 if (strcmp(ct,text_mime) == 0) {
7 if (strstr(data,"<html>") != 0) return html_mime;
8 else return text_mime;
9 }

10 // Sniff GIF, JPEG from application/octet-stream
11 if (strcmp(ct,binary_mime) == 0) {
12 if ((strncasecmp(data,"GIF87a",6) == 0) || (strncasecmp(data,"GIF89a",6) == 0))
13 return gif_mime;
14 if ((data[0] == 0xFF) && (data[1] == 0xD8))
15 return jpeg_mime;
16 }
17 return NULL;
18 }

Figure 1: Our running example, a simple content sniffing algorithm that takes as input the proposed MIME
type and the raw data, and returns a suggested MIME type.

3 String-Enhanced White-Box Exploration

This section describes how our string-enhanced white-box exploration technique works. First, we present
an overview of the white-box exploration process, then we describe the string enhancements introduced by
string-enhanced white-box exploration, and finally we present the benefits of our technique.

3.1 White-Box Exploration Overview

Our model extraction technique is based on white-box exploration. Here we briefly describe the overall
process and refer the reader to previous work for a more detailed explanation [16,23,24].

White-box exploration is an iterative process that incrementally explores new execution paths in the
program by generating new inputs that traverse those paths.In each iteration, also called aroundor a test,
an input is sent to the program under analysis, running inside asymbolic execution module, which performs
a mixture of symbolic and concrete execution. The symbolic execution module runs the program on the
given input and outputs apath predicate, a Boolean predicate on the input that captures how the input
was processed in that particular execution. In addition, the symbolic execution module also outputs other
information about the execution such as the test result, e.g., the MIME type returned by thesniff function in
our running example, the coverage of the execution, or any errors detected during the execution.

The path predicate is a conjunction of constraints on the input that captures how the input was processed
along that execution path. Given the path predicate, theinput generatorproduces a new input by negating
one constraint in the path predicate and asking a solver to produce an input that satisfies the new predicate
with the negated constraint. This process can be repeated for each constraint in the path predicate. Since
many inputs can be generated from each path predicate, and many path predicates will be generated during
the exploration, thepath selectoris in charge of assigning priorities to the newly generated inputs and
selecting the input with the highest priority to start a new round of the iterative process.

The whole iterative process is started with an initial input, called theseed, and runs iteratively until there
are no more paths to explore, or a user-specified maximum run-time is reached.
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3.2 String Enhancements

Overall, our string processing comprises four steps. First, the symbolic execution module replaces con-
straints generated inside string functions with constraints on the output of those string functions. Then,
the constraints on the output of the string functions are translated into abstract string operators. Next, the
system represents each string as an array of some maximum length and a length variable, and translates the
abstract string operators into a representation that is understood by an off-the-self solver that supports theory
of arrays and integers. Finally, the system uses the answer of the solver to build an input that starts a new
iteration of the exploration.

Our string handling has been designed to abstract the underlying representation of the strings, so that
it can be used with programs written in different languages.So far, we have applied our approach to both
C strings, where the string is represented as a null-terminated array of characters, and C++ string libraries,
where the string may be represented as an object containing an array of characters and an explicit length.

One important characteristic of C/C++ strings is that one can operate with them using string functions
such asstrlenor strcmp, but also directly access the underlying array of characters. Thus, the path predicate
generated by the symbolic execution module may contain bothconstraints on the output of string functions
and constraints on the individual bytes that comprise the string. We explain how the path predicate is
generated in Section 4 and the abstract string syntax in Section 5.

3.3 Benefits of Adding String Support to the Exploration

When extracting a model we would like to focus our efforts on some part of the program which contains
the unknown security-sensitive functionality, usually some function and all code used or called from that
function. In addition, we would like to limit the model to thefunctionality that is truly unknown, excluding
parts of the code that are commonly used and may be well understood and commonly used functions in
publicly available shared libraries.

String functions are a sweet spot in that 1) they appear in many programs, 2) some types of programs use
them heavily (e.g., parsers or filters), 3) they are important for a large number of security sensitive programs
such as host or network filters, 4) they contain loops, which in the worst case may be unbounded if they
depend on some external input, 5) their prototype is usuallyknown, or can be obtained with limited work,
and 6) they are easy to reason about (as compared for example to system calls where one might have to
reason about the underlying operating system or even the hardware).

Being able to reason directly about the output of string functions increases the coverage that the explo-
ration achieves per unit of time. The increase in coverage isdue to eliminating the time spent exploring
inside the string functions, and reducing the size of the queries to the solver.

4 Generating the Path Predicate

In this section, we present how the symbolic execution module produces a path predicate that contains string
constraints.

The symbolic execution module runs the program on both concrete and symbolic inputs and outputs the
path predicate. In addition to the symbolic execution itself, the symbolic execution module has to perform
two additional tasks: introducing the string symbols when the function to be explored is called, and creating
new symbols for the output of predefined string functions. Next, we introduce the concept of function hooks
and describe how they are used by the symbolic execution module to accomplish both tasks.
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Function hooks. The symbolic execution module lets the user specify code stubs that are executed when
a certain function is called by the monitored program (before any instruction in the function is executed)2.
We term the pair of the function name, and the code stub that gets executed when the function is invoked,
a function hook. A function hook can also define areturn hook, another code stub that is executed when
the function returns (after the return instruction in the function is executed). Function hooks can be used
to perform different actions such as making the inputs of a function symbolic or summarizing a function
by turning off symbolic execution in the function and creating new symbols for the output of the function.
Function hooks require access to the function’s prototype,so that the code stub can locate the parameters of
the function in the stack and the return values of the function if a return hook is defined.

Introducing string symbols. To start the symbolic execution, the system sets a function hook for the
function to be explored (i.e., thesniff function in our running example). When the function is called, the
code stub performs the following operations: 1) reads the parameters of the function from the stack, 2)
determines the length of the input strings defined by the user(i.e., thect anddata parameters of thesniff
function in our running example), 3) adds to the symbolic context the memory locations comprising each
input string, and 4) sets a return hook. When the function returns, the return hook logs the return values of
the function (i.e., the suggested MIME type) and stops the symbolic execution.

When creating a new string symbol, the representation of thestring is abstracted. In particular, the
function hook uses the function’s prototype to determine whether the input strings are null-terminated arrays
of characters or objects containing an array and an explicitlength variable. If the string is null-terminated
the location of the null-character does not become symbolic. If the string is an object with an explicit length
variable then, in addition to the memory locations that comprise the string, the length variable also becomes
a symbol.

Introducing string constraints. To introduce string constraints the system uses function hooks for some
predefined string functions. The function hooks for the string functions differ from the functionality de-
scribed above. To distinguish between both types of function hooks, we term the function hooks for string
functions,function summaries. A function summary performs the following operations: 1) reads the param-
eters of the function from the stack, 2) checks if any of the parameters of the function is symbolic; if none
are symbolic then it returns, 3) turns off symbolic execution inside the function, so that no constraints will
be generated inside a summarized function, 4) sets up a return hook. When the string function returns, the
return hook makes the return values of the function symbolic.

Currently, the symbolic execution module provides function summaries for over 100 string functions for
which prototypes are publicly available. The prototypes ofthose functions can be found, among others, at
the Microsoft Developer Network [4], the WebKit documentation [7], or the standard C library [6].

The user is expected to provide a function summary for any function that is currently not available
in the framework. When a program to be explored uses functions that have no publicly available proto-
type, some manual reverse engineering of the binary is needed to extract the function’s prototype. For
example, the content sniffing algorithm in Internet Explorer 7 uses two string functions that have no pub-
licly available prototype:shlwapi.dll::Ordinal 151 andshlwapi.dll::Ordinal 153. Our analysis found that
shlwapi.dll::Ordinal 151 is a case sensitive comparison of some maximum length, whichcan use the ex-
isting function summary formsvcrt.dll::strncmp. For shlwapi.dll::Ordinal 153 we found that it is a case
sensitive version of theshlwapi.dll::Ordinal 151 and again we could reuse an existing function summary.

2The framework supports specifying the functions by name, toavoid having to update the function’s start address when the
module that contains the function is loaded at an address that is not the default one. The system also supports specifyingthe
function by ordinal if it is not exported by name.
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The time spent doing such analysis was close to an hour per function. Once obtained, the function summaries
are added to the framework so that they can be reused in the future.

String function classes. The symbolic execution module groups string function summaries into classes,
where two string functions in the same class would generate the same path predicate if the specific func-
tion called in the source code was replaced with any other function in the same class. For example,
msvcrt.dll::strstrandmsvcr71.dll::strstrboth belong to the sameSTRSTRstring function class. Grouping
string function summaries into classes reduces the number of types of constraints that the system needs to
translate into a format understood by the solver. Currently, the framework supports 14 classes of string func-
tions: STRSTR, STRCMP, STRCASECMP, STRNCMP, STRLEN, STRNCASECMP, COMPARESTRING,
CFEQUAL, STRCPY, STRNCPY, STRCHR, MEMCHR, WCTOMB, andMBTOWC.

To summarize, during symbolic execution, every time one of the predefined string functions is called,
the symbolic execution module introduces new symbols for the output of the string function. Then, when
the program uses those symbols (e.g., in a comparison) a string constraint is introduced in the path predicate.
The path predicate output by the symbolic execution module contains a mixture of string constraints (i.e.,
on the output of the string functions), and constraints on some of the bytes of the input strings, which can be
generated by either functions that are not summarized or direct access to the bytes belonging to the string,
as shown in line 18 of our running example.

5 Solving Constraints

In this section we describe how our system generates from onepath predicate a number of inputs that can
be used to start new iterations of the exploration.

At the beginning of this project, no publicly available solver supported strings as first-class types. Thus,
to solve the string constraints in the path predicate the system needs to be able to translate them into a
notation that is understood by our off-the-self solver, STP[21]. To this purpose, we leverage the fact that
many solvers, including STP, have support for array and integer theories, and represent each string (i.e.,
input strings plus any strings derived from them, for example throughstrcpy) as a pair of an array of some
given maximum size and a length variable3.

The translation comprises two steps. First, the system translates the string constraints to an intermediate
syntax, which abstracts the representation of the strings and defines a common set of functions and predicates
that operate on strings. We call this representation theabstract string syntax. Then, the system represents
each string as a pair of an array of some maximum size and a length variable, and translates the operators in
the abstract string syntax to constraints on the corresponding arrays and length variables.

Although no string constraint solvers were available, we designed our abstract string syntax so that we
could easily make use of such solvers whenever they become available. Simultaneous work reports on
solvers that support a theory of strings [10, 26, 29]. Given our design, rather than translating the abstract
string operations into a theory of arrays and integers, we could as well generate constraints in a theory of
strings instead, benefiting from the performance improvements provided by these specialized solvers.

3The system does not fundamentally depend on the “Modulo Theories” part of STP being an SMT solver. Thus, at the cost of
some syntactic convenience (and integration with non-string constraints) a pure SAT solver could be used.
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Functions
(strlen String) S → I (strlens) returns the length ofs
(substr String Int Int) S × I × I → S (substrs i j) returns the substring ofs starting at positioni and ending at positionj (inclusive)
(strcat String String) S × S → S (strcats1 s2) returns the concatenation ofs1 ands2

(strupper String) S → S (struppers) returns an uppercase version ofs
(strncopy String Int) S × I → S (strncopys i) returns a string of lengthi which equals the firsti characters ofs
(strfromwide String) S → S (strfromwides) returns a narrow character version ofs
(strtostring Char) C → S (strtostringc) returns a string containing only the characterc
(chrat String Int) S × I → C (chrats i) returns the character at positioni in strings
(chrupper Char Char) C → C (chrupperc) returns an uppercase version ofc
Predicates
(strcontains String String) S × S → B (strcontainss1 s2) returns true ifs2 is a substring ofs1 at any position
(strcontainsat String String Int) S × S × I → B (strcontainsats1 s2) returns true ifs2 is contained ins1 starting at positioni in s1

(= String String) S × S → B (= s1 s2) returns true ifs1 is equal tos2

(distinct String String) S × S → B (distincts1 s2) returns true ifs1 is not equal tos2

(strlt String String) S × S → B (strlt s1 s2) returns true ifs1 is lexicographically less-thans2

(strle String String) S × S → B (strles1 s2) returns true ifs1 is lexicographically less-or-equals2

(strgt String String) S × S → B (strgts1 s2) returns true ifs1 is lexicographically greater-thans2

(strge String String) S × S → B (strges1 s2) returns true ifs1 is lexicographically greater-or-equals2

(strcaseequal String String) S × S → B (strcaseequals1 s2) returns true ifs1 is equal tos2 case-insensitive
(strcasedistinct String String) S × S → B (strcasedistincts1 s2) returns true ifs1 is not equal tos2 case-insensitive
(strcaselt String String) S × S → B (strcaselts1 s2) returns true ifs1 is lexicographically less-thans2 case-insensitive
(strcasele String String) S × S → B (strcaseles1 s2) returns true ifs1 is lexicographically less-or-equals2 case-insensitive
(strcasegt String String) S × S → B (strcasegts1 s2) returns true ifs1 is lexicographically greater-thans2 case-insensitive
(strcasege String String) S × S → B (strcaseges1 s2) returns true ifs1 is lexicographically greater-or-equals2 case-insensitive

Table 1: Abstract string syntax.

5.1 Abstract String Syntax and Translations

In this section we first present our abstract string syntax, then we describe how the user defines the input
strings, and finally we present the translations of the string constraints to the abstract string syntax, and from
the abstract string syntax to the notation understood by oursolver.

Abstract string syntax. The abstract string syntax represents the minimal interface we would like a solver,
using strings as first-order types, to provide. Table 1 presents the description of the functions and predicates
that comprise our abstract string syntax. The strings in theabstract string syntax are immutable. Thus, string
operations such as modifying a string, copying a string, translating the string to upper case or concatenating
two strings, always return a new string.

In our abstract string syntax each string can be seen as a variable-length array, where each element of
the array has no encoding and is of fixed length4. Having no string encoding enables support for both binary
and text strings. For simplicity, we term each element of thearray acharacter, even if they may represent
binary data. For text strings, an element of the array can be seen as a Unicode code-point5.

Case-insensitive operators rely on thechrupperfunction, which forms the basis forstrupper. Our current
chrupperfunction uses the ASCII uppercase conversion (i.e., only code points U+0061 (’a’) through U+007a
(’z’) have an uppercase version). We plan to enhance this function to represent the Unicodeuppercase
character property. Note that it is considered a valid operation to apply the case-insensitive functions to
binary strings, as programs may (either incorrectly or abusing the semantics of the function) perform such
operations.

4Our implementation uses 16-bit integers to represent a character. Although a 16-bit integer is not enough to hold all Unicode
code points, it is enough for the applications we consider. Each character could be represented as a 32-bit integer if allUnicode
code points are needed.

5A Unicode code-point is different from agrapheme, which is closer to what end-users consider as characters. For example a
character with a dieresis (e.g., ä) is a grapheme, but couldbe encoded as two Unicode code points.
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String constraint Abstract String Syntax
STRCMP(s1,s2) = 0 ; COMPARESTRING(s1,s2) = 2; = s1 s2

CFEQUAL(s1,s2) = 1; s2 = STRCPY(s1)
STRCMP(s1,s2) 6= 0 ; COMPARESTRING(s1,s2) 6= 2; distincts1 s2

CFEQUAL(s1,s2) = 0
STRCMP(s1,s2) < 0; COMPARESTRING(s1,s2) < 2 strlt s1 s2

STRCMP(s1,s2) > 0; COMPARESTRING(s1,s2) > 2 strgts1 s2

STRSTR(s1,s2) 6= 0 strcontainss1 s2

STRSTR(s1,s2) = 0 not (strcontainss1 s2)
STRCASECMP(s1,s2) = 0 strcaseequals1 s2

STRCASECMP(s1,s2) < 0 strcaselts1 s2

STRCASECMP(s1,s2) > 0 strcasegts1 s2

STRNCMP(s1,s2,n) = 0 = (substrs1 0 (n − 1)) (substrs2 0 (n − 1))
STRNCMP(s1,s2,n) < 0 strlt (substrs1 0 (n − 1)) (substrs2 0 (n − 1))
STRNCMP(s1,s2,n) > 0 strgt (substrs1 0 (n − 1)) (substrs2 0 (n − 1))
STRNCASECMP(s1,s2,n) = 0 strcaseequal (substrs1 0 (n − 1)) (substrs2 0 (n − 1))
STRNCASECMP(s1,s2,n) < 0 strcaselt (substrs1 0 (n − 1)) (substrs2 0 (n − 1))
STRNCASECMP(s1,s2,n) > 0 strcasegt (substrs1 0 (n − 1)) (substrs2 0 (n − 1))
STRCHR(s,c)6= 0 strcontainss (strtostringc)
STRCHR(s,c)= 0 not (strcontainss (strtostringc))
MEMCHR(s,c,n)6= 0 strcontains (substrs 0 (n − 1)) (strtostringc)
MEMCHR(s,c,n)= 0 not (strcontains (substrs 0 (n − 1)) (strtostringc))
s2 = STRNCPY(s1,n) = s2 (substrs1 0 (n − 1))
s2 = MBTOWC(s1) = s2 s1

s2 = WCTOMB(s1) = s2 (strfromwides1)

Table 2: Translation of string constraints to the abstract string syntax.

Predicate Translation

= s1 s2 l(s1) = l(s2) ∧
Vi=l(s1)−1

i=0 s1[i] = s2[i]

strcaseequals1 s2 l(s1) = l(s2) ∧
Vi=l(s1)−1

i=0 chrupper(s1[i]) = chrupper(s2[i])

strcontainss1 s2
Wi=l(s1)−1

i=0 (l(s1) ≥ l(s2) + i) ∧ (
Vj=l(s2)−1

j=0 s1[i + j] = s2[j])

= s2 substrs1 i j l(s2) = j − i + 1 ∧
Vk=j−i

k=0 s2[k] = s1[i + k]
= s strtostringc l(s) = 1 ∧ s[0] = c

= s2 (strfromwides1) l(s2) = l(s1) ∧
Vi=l(s1)

i=0 (s1[i] < 256 ∧ s2[i] = s1[i])

Table 3: Predicate translation. For simplicity, the negation of the above predicates is not shown.

All encoding is removed when converting to the abstract string syntax. For example, conversions
from UTF-8 to UTF-16 and viceversa, used by the content sniffing algorithm in Internet Explorer 7 for
the Content-Typestring, are handled during the translation to the abstract string syntax. Note that, while
widening conversions (e.g., UTF-8 to UTF-16) are straightforward to handle, narrowing conversions (e.g.,
UTF-16 to UTF-8) can be lossy, and thus need a special conversion function (strfromwide). Our current
implementation forstrfromwideonly handles conversions when all characters in the string belong to the
ASCII charset, which is enough for programs that take as input ASCII strings.

Input strings. For each program to explore, the user provides some information about the input strings,
namely the name to assign to the string symbol, the maximum size of the string, and the type of the string.

The maximum size of each input string needs to be conservatively chosen, otherwise the solver might
not be able to solve some constraints. For example, in our running example the user provides the name and
the maximum size for thect anddatastrings. If the user selected a maximum length of 16 bytes forthect
string then the constraint generated in line 11 would be unsolvable sincect could not equalapplication/octet-
stream. On the other hand the tighter the maximum length, the less time that it will take the solver to find
a satisfying answer, if there is one. For some programs, suchas content sniffing algorithms, the maximum
length of the input strings is known. For example, previous work has shown that the maximum length of
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the content sniffing buffer, which corresponds to thedata string in our running example, is 1024 bytes for
Safari 3.1, and 256 bytes for Internet Explorer 7 [9]. In our experiments we use those values for thedata
string and set the maximum length of the the Content-Type (ct) string to be 64 bytes.

Our current implementation supports three types of input strings: ASCII strings, UTF-16 strings, and
binary strings. For example, in our running example thect string is an ASCII string, while thedatastring is
a binary string. These classes are just offered as a convenience to the user, and can be used to alert the user
if the program uses uncommon string operations, such as case-insensitive operations on strings that the user
defines as binary strings.

Translating to the abstract string syntax. Table 2 presents the translation from the constraints generated
on the output of the 14 classes of supported string functionsto the abstract string syntax. Table 2 shows one
of the benefits of using an abstract string syntax: constraints from functions with different prototypes but
similar functionality (e.g, STRCMP(s1,s2) < 0, COMPARESTRING(s1,s2) < 2), can be translated to the
same basic string operation (e.g., lexicographical less-than).

Constraints on individual bytes are translated using the character extraction operator,chrat6. For ex-
ample, the constraintif (data[0] == ’x’) {. . . }, would be translated as(chrat data 0) =
0x78. This is possible because the symbolic execution module knows for each memory location if it be-
longs to a symbolic string and the offset into the string, which can be used to identify the character index.

In our running example, if the functionsniff is run with the following inputs:

CT: application/octet-stream
DATA: GIF89a\000\000

the path predicate translated to the abstract string syntaxwould be:

(distinct ct "text/plain") &&
(= ct "application/octet-stream") &&
(strcasedistinct (substr data 0 5) "GIF87a") &&
(strcaseequal (substr data 0 5) "GIF89a")

where the first constraint corresponds to the false branch inthe conditional on line 6 of the running example,
the second to the true branch of the conditional on line 11, and the final two correspond to the two clauses
in the conditional on line 12 (false and true branches respectively). The value returned by the function is
image/gif.

Translating from the abstract string syntax. Table 3 shows how the constraints on the output of the
summarized string functions are translated to the theory ofarrays and integers. Each string variables is
represented by its lengthl(s), its maximum lengthml(s), and an array of bytess[i], where the indexi
ranges from0 to ml(s) − 1. The maximum lengthsml(s) are translation-time constants, but the lengths
l(s) may not be, so unless the length of a string is constant, bounds that are shown involvingl(s) are in
fact translated by expanding them up to a bound based onml(s) and guarding with additional conditions on
l(s). Note that the translation shown for strfromwide is restricted to the case of 8-bit code-points; a more
complex translation would be needed for applications that involved other characters.

For example, the first constraint in the above path would be translated as:

¬((ct len = 10) ∧ (ct[0] = ‘t‘) ∧ (ct[1] = ‘e‘) ∧ (ct[2] = ‘x‘) ∧ (ct[3] = ‘t‘) ∧ (ct[4] = ‘/‘) ∧ (ct[5] =
‘p‘) ∧ (ct[6] = ‘l‘) ∧ (ct[7] = ‘a‘) ∧ (ct[8] = ‘i‘) ∧ (ct[9] = ‘n‘))

6Currently, we do not deal with unaligned accesses such as reading a single byte from a UTF-16 string, but such accesses could
be translated as extracting the character corresponding tothe offset being accessed and then masking the other byte.
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Figure 2: A complete input with the input strings highlighted.

wherect len is the length integer that represents the length of thect array. Note that the solver only
understands about integers, but we use the text representation of the character here for the reader’s benefit
(e.g., the constraint would use 0x74 instead of ‘t‘). The last constraint in the above path would be translated
as:

(ct len ≥ 6) ∧ (chrupper(ct[0]) = ‘G‘) ∧ (chrupper(ct[1]) = ‘I‘) ∧ (chrupper(ct[2]) = ‘F ‘) ∧
(chrupper(ct[3]) = ‘8‘) ∧ (chrupper(ct[4]) = ‘9‘) ∧ (chrupper(ct[5]) = ‘a‘)

Additional constraints. The symbolic execution module adds some additional constraints to each query
to the solver. For each input string defined by the user, it adds a constraint to force the length of the
string to be between zero and the predefined maximum length ofthe string,0 ≤ l(s) ≤ ml(s). In addi-
tion, for ASCII strings it adds constraints to force each byte in the string to belong to the ASCII charset,
∧i=ml(s)−1

i=0 0 ≤ s[i] ≤ 127. A special case happens when converting to the abstract string syntax a string
constraint from a function that assumes the input strings tobe null-terminated, such as the string func-
tions in the C library. In this case the symbolic execution module adds some additional constraints to the
path predicate to exclude the null character from the possible code values. This prevents the solver from
producing inputs that actually violate the generated length constraints. If our running example had the
following constraint:if (strstr(ct, "html") == 0) { . . . }, then if the null character is al-
lowed to be part of thect string, then the solver could return the following satisfying assignment forct:
l(ct) = 6 ∧ s[0] = ‘a‘ ∧ s[1] = ‘\0‘ ∧ s[2] = ‘h‘ ∧ s[3] = ‘t‘ ∧ s[4] = ‘m‘ ∧ s[5] = ‘l‘. Given the null
terminated representation expected bystrstr, that string would have an effective length of 1 character, and
the generated input would not traverse the true branch of theconditional.

5.2 Input Generation

Once the solver returns a satisfying assignment for a query,the system needs to generate a new input that
can be sent to the program, so that another round of the exploration can happen.

However, the values from the symbolic strings might not completely define an input. For example,
Figure 2 shows a complete input used in the exploration of thecontent sniffing algorithm of Safari 3.1,
where the inputs strings are highlighted and the spaces havebeen replaced by dots. In this case, the system
uses a parser to break the seed message into fields, and lets the user specify which fields correspond to the
input strings. Once the solver returns a satisfying assignment for the MIME type and the content, the system
generates a new input with the same field structure as the seedmessage. In the new input, the input strings
have been replaced with the values returned by the solver. All other fields in the new input reuse the values
from the seed message. Our default parser is the Wireshark protocol parser. For other inputs that are not
supported by this parser, the system lets the user provide aninput file with the format of the seed input.

Generating an input that reaches the entry point. The function being explored might be run in the
middle of some longer execution. To guarantee that the generated inputs will reach the function under study,
we need to add all constraints on the input strings generatedby the code that executes before the function
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under study, as additional constraints to each query to the solver. For example, when analyzing the content
sniffing algorithm in Safari, we need to add any constraints on the Content-Type header or the HTTP payload
that occur in the execution before the content sniffing function is called. To identify such constraints we run
the symbolic execution module making the whole HTTP messagesymbolic7. All constraints on the input
strings before the call to the content sniffing function are included as additional constraints. Such constraints
may include, among others, parsing constraints that require the MIME type string not to contain any HTTP
delimiters such as end of line characters, or constraints that force the Content-Type value to be one of a list
of MIME types that trigger the content sniffing algorithm.

6 Evaluation

In this section we present our evaluation results. First we introduce our setup, then we show statistics from
the extracted models, next we compare string-enhanced white-box exploration with previous byte-level
white-box exploration, and finally we describe some examples of filtering-failure attacks that we find using
the extracted models.

6.1 Setup

We have extracted models from the content sniffing algorithmof two major browsers, for which source code
is not available: Safari 3.1 and Internet Explorer 7. In bothcases we have evaluated the browser running on
a Windows XP Service Pack 3 operating system.

In addition, we have manually written a model for the signatures used by the Unixfile tool [1]. The
Unix file tool is an open-source command line tool, deployed in many Unix systems, which given a file
outputs its MIME type and some associated information. The signatures of the Unix file tool are used by
the MIME detection functions in PHP. Those functions in turnare used by the content filter of many web
sites. For example, the MIME detection functions from PHP are used by popular open-source code such as
Mediawiki [5], which is used by Wikipedia to handle uploadedcontent.

As described in Section 4, a prerequisite for the exploration is to identify the prototype of the function
that implements the content sniffing algorithm, as well as the string functions used by that function, which
are not already supported by the symbolic execution module.To this end we use available documentation,
commercial off-the-self tools [8], as well as our own binaryanalysis tools [35]. We describe this step next.

Content sniffing is performed in Internet Explorer 7 by the functionFindMimeFromDataavailable in the
urlmon.dll library [3]. We obtain the function prototype, including the parameters and return values, from
the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN) documentation [2].We had to write function summaries for two
string functions used by FindMimeFromData for which our framework did not have support and for which
the prototype is not publicly available:shlwapi.dll::Ordinal 151andshlwapi.dll::Ordinal 1538.

Although a large portion of Safari 3.1 is open-source as partof the WebKit project, the content sniffing
algorithm is implemented inCFNetwork.dll, the networking library in the Mac OS X platform, which is
not part of the WebKit project. In addition to extracting theprototype of the content sniffing function,
we also had to add to the symbolic execution module two function summaries for functions that have a
publicly available prototype:CoreFoundation.dll::CFEqualand CoreFoundation.dll::CFStringCompare.

7Since there may exist multiple paths to the content sniffing algorithm, we might have to rerun this step with different inputs.
One indication to rerun this step is if during the exploration the tool reports that some inputs are not reaching the content sniffing
algorithm (i.e., empty path predicates).

8shlwapi.dllis the Shell Light Weight Utility Library, a Windows librarythat contains functions for URL paths, registry entries,
and color settings.
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Model Seeds Path % HTML Avg. # Paths Avg. Time # Inputs Avg. path # blocks Avg. # blocks
count paths per seed per path generated depth found per seed

Safari 3.1 7 1558 12.4% 222.6 16.8 sec 7166 12.1 205 193.9
Internet Explorer 7 7 948 8.6% 135.4 26.6 sec 64721 212.1 450 388.5

Table 4: Model statistics.

Since theCoreFoundation.dlllibrary provides the fundamental data types, including strings, which underlie
the MacOS X framework, these function summaries can be reused by many other applications that use this
framework.

6.2 Model Extraction

In this section we present some statistics about the models automatically extracted from the content sniffing
algorithms of Internet Explorer 7 and Safari 3.1. We term theprocess of exploring from one seed until no
more paths are left to explore or a user-specified maximum run-time is reached, anexploration run.

Each model is created by combining multiple exploration runs, each starting from a different seed. To
obtain the seeds we first select some common MIME types and then we randomly choose one file of each
of those MIME types from the hard-drive of one of our workstations. For our experiments each exploration
run lasts 6 hours and the seeds come from 7 different MIME types: application/java, image/gif, image/jpeg,
text/html, text/vcard, video/avi, video/mpeg. The same seeds are used for both browsers.

Table 4 summarizes the extracted models. The table shows thenumber of seeds used in the exploration,
the number of path predicates that comprise each model, the percentage of path predicates in the previous
column where the content sniffing algorithm returned the MIME typetext/html, the average number of paths
per seed, the average time in seconds needed to generate a path predicate, the number of inputs generated,
the average number of branches in each path (i.e., the path depth), the number of distinct program blocks
discovered during the complete exploration from the 7 seeds, and the average number of blocks discovered
per seed.

The number of paths that returntext/htmlis important because those paths form thetext/htmlsubmodel,
which we use in Section 6.4 to find filtering-failure attacks.Two other MIME types that can be considered
dangerous areapplication/pdfandapplication/x-msdownload. Both are only sniffed by the content sniffing
algorithm in Internet Explorer 7. For simplicity, we focus on content-sniffing XSS attacks, where the attacker
embeds JavaScript in some content that the content sniffing algorithm interprets as HTML.

The content sniffing algorithm in Safari 3.1 is smaller because it has signatures for 10 MIME types,
while the content sniffing algorithm in Internet Explorer 7 contains signatures for 32 different MIME types.
This is shown in Table 4 by shorter path predicates that require less time to be produced. The longer path
predicates for Internet Explorer 7 also explain why the number of inputs generated for Internet Explorer 7
is almost an order of magnitude larger than for Safari 3.1.

Exploring from multiple seeds helps increase the coverage for Internet Explorer 7 because the content
sniffing algorithm in Internet Explorer 7 decides which signatures to apply to the content depending on
whether it considers the content to be text or binary data. Thus, it is more efficient to do one exploration run
for 6 hours starting from a binary seed (e.g., application/pdf) and another exploration run for 6 hours from
a text seed (e.g., text/html) than to do a single explorationrun for 12 hours starting from either a binary or a
text seed. We have not observed this effect in Safari 3.1. We discuss more about how to compute the number
of blocks discovered in the next section.
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Figure 3: String-enhanced white-box exploration versus byte-level white-box exploration on the Safari 3.1
content sniffing algorithm. Each curve represents the average number of blocks discovered for 7 exploration
runs each starting from a different seed and running for 6 hours.

6.3 Coverage

In this section we demonstrate the benefits of string-enhanced white-box exploration, when compared to
byte-level white-box exploration. First, we detail how we measure the number of blocks discovered and
then present the coverage results.

Methodology. During the execution, every time an unconditional jump, conditional jump, call, or return
instruction is seen, the symbolic execution module stores the address of the next instruction to be executed,
which represents the first instruction in a block (i.e., theblock address). The number of distinct block ad-
dresses is our coverage metric. This approach may underestimate the number of blocks discovered9, but
gives a reasonable approximation of the blocks covered by the exploration without requiring static analysis
of the binary to extract all basic blocks. A difference with fuzzing approaches is that we do not want to max-
imize coverage of the whole program, only of the function that implements the content sniffing algorithm.
Thus, we are not interested in measuring coverage in auxiliary functions such as memory allocation func-
tions (e.g., malloc), string functions (e.g., strcmp), or synchronization functions on critical sections. Our
goal is to only count blocks inside functions for which no prototype is publicly available. Our tool approx-
imates this behavior by automatically ignoring blocks inside functions that appear in the list of functions
exported by name.

Coverage results. Figure 3 shows the number of blocks that the system discoversover time on the Sa-
fari 3.1 content sniffing algorithm, when the exploration uses strings (square line) and when we disable
the string processing and the path predicate only contains byte-level constraints (triangle line). Each curve
represents the average number of blocks discovered for 7 exploration runs each starting from a different
seed and lasting 6 hours. Thestringscurve corresponds to the 7 exploration runs from which the model of
the content sniffing algorithm in Safari 3.1 was extracted (shown in Table 4), while thebytescurve is the
average of 7 byte-level exploration runs starting from the same seeds used for extracting the model.

The graph shows that the string-enhanced white-box exploration achieves higher coverage than the byte-
level exploration on the same amount of time. Thus, it betteremploys the resources associated to the
exploration. This happens because 61.6% of all byte-level constraints occur inside string functions. Thus,

9When compared to counting basic blocks in a control-flow graph, our approach may underestimate the number of basic blocks
because one block found during execution could be represented as multiple basic blocks in the control-flow graph. This happens
when some path contains a jump whose target location is in themiddle of one block previously discovered dynamically. In the CFG
this case counts as two basic blocks while dynamically, since we deal with each path separately, it only counts as one.
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the byte-level exploration expends considerable time exploring inside the string functions, and no new blocks
in the content sniffing algorithm are discovered during thattime.

The statistics from the byte-level exploration show that the average path depth for the byte-level explo-
ration is 4.8 times larger than the average path depth for thestring-level exploration (as shown in Table 4).
Thus, the average size of the queries to the solver is also larger for the byte-level exploration. The statistics
also show that the number of queries to the solver is 79% higher for the byte-level exploration. Thus, using
string-enhanced white-box exploration reduces the numberof queries to the solver and the average size of
those queries. This reduces the computation done by the solver, where a significant part of the exploration
time is spent, which is why previous work has spent significant time in optimizations to reduce it [16,23,24].

6.4 Filtering-Failure Attacks

Filtering-failure attacks require finding an input (e.g., an image) that is accepted by the web filter and
interpreted by the content sniffing algorithm in the browseras a privileged MIME type such astext/html.
For this experiment we use the manually created model for theUnix file tool [1], which corresponds to the
content filter of websites that use the standard MIME detection functions in PHP, and the models extracted
from the content sniffing algorithms of both Internet Explorer 7 and Safari 3.1, presented in Section 6.2.

For each MIME type supported by the Unixfile tool and at least one of the browsers, the tool queries
the solver for an input that satisfies thefile signature but is interpreted astext/htmlby the content sniffing
algorithm in the browser.

Internet Explorer. We find content-sniffing XSS attacks for 6 different MIME types: application/postscript,
audio/x-aiff, image/gif, image/tiff, text/xml, andvideo/mpeg. Here, we show two examples of such docu-
ments. Querying the solver for an input that is accepted asapplication/postscriptby the Unix file tool and
astext/htmlby the content sniffing algorithm in Internet Explorer 7 returns the following answer:

CT: application/pdf
DATA: %!t?HPTw\nOtKoCglD<HeadswssssRsD

The first 2 bytes of the DATA string,“%!” , satisfy theapplication/postscriptsignature in the Unix file
tool, and they also satisfy theapplication/postscriptsignature in the content sniffing algorithm of Internet
Explorer 7. In addition, the input returned by the solver contains the substring<Head, which satisfies the
text/htmlsignature used by the content sniffing algorithm in InternetExplorer 7. But, because the con-
tent sniffing algorithm in Internet Explorer 7 tests thetext/htmlsignature before theapplication/postscript
signature, then the content would be interpreted astext/htmlby Internet Explorer 7.

Querying the solver for an input that is accepted asaudio/x-aiff by the Unix file tool and astext/htmlby
the content sniffing algorithm in Internet Explorer 7 returns the following answer:

CT: image/gif
DATA: <htmLpflAIFF\t\t\t\227\t\t\t\003\t\008\201\t

The first 5 bytes of the DATA string,<htmL, satisfy one of the HTML signatures used by Internet
Explorer 7 fortext/html, while bytes 8 – 11,AIFF, satisfy theaudio/x-aiff signature for the Unix file tool.
This input would not match Internet Explorer’saudio/x-aiff signature which is:

(strncmp(DATA,"MROF",4) == 0) ||
((strncmp(DATA,"FORM",4) == 0) &&
((strncmp(DATA[8],"AIFF",4) == 0) || (strncmp(DATA[8],"AIFC",4) == 0)))
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(the Content-Type is not included in the signature because the content sniffing algorithm in Internet Ex-
plorer 7 applies all signatures if the Content-Type matchesany of 37 “supported” MIME types). Since the
input does not match the signature, it will be interpreted astext/htmlby Internet Explorer 7.

Safari. We find content-sniffing XSS attacks against Safari 3.1 for 6 different MIME types: applica-
tion/postscript, audio/x-aiff, image/gif, image/png, image/tiff, andvideo/mpeg. One of the examples found
is the following chameleon MPEG document:

CT: <EMPTY>
DATA: \000\000\001\187MmM\129\000\002\002TLT\001L\002\001\000<hTMl>e\000\000

Here, the solver returns an empty Content-Type, and some content where the first four bytes satisfy the
video/mpegsignature of the Unix file tool, and the tag<hTMl> satisfies thetext/htmlsignature used by the
content sniffing algorithm in Safari.

7 Related Work

In this section we first present previous work on automatic testing and automatic signature generation, which
is related to our work in that they also use white-box exploration or related symbolic execution techniques.
Then, we introduce previous work that verifies security properties using software model checking tech-
niques, which requires models of the programs to be verified,and can benefit from automated techniques to
extract such models. Next, we describe previous research oncross-site scripting attacks, including content-
sniffing XSS attacks, which we automatically find in this work. Finally, we introduce simultaneous work on
solvers that support a theory of strings, which can benefit our work.

Automatic testing. Previous work on automatic testing is another application of white-box exploration [15,
16, 23, 24]. There are two main differences between our modelextraction technique using string-enhanced
white-box exploration and previous work on automatic testing. First, the goal is different: the goal of auto-
matic testing is to find bugs in a program, while the goal of ourmodel extraction is to generate an accurate
representation of a program that can be used for reasoning about its security implications. Second, the
white-box exploration techniques used by previous work on automatic testing are not efficient on programs
that heavily rely on string operations, which are the main target of our string-enhanced white-box explo-
ration. Xu et al. [36] augment white-box exploration with length abstraction, which allows a tool to reason
about the length of a string independent of its contents; as in our approach, this is enabled by function sum-
maries. Length abstraction is productive in searching for buffer overflows, but would not be useful for the
string-heavy applications we consider, in which the complete contents of strings are critical. Concurrently,
our research group is also investigating enhancements to symbolic execution to automatically capture the
behavior of loops [33]. These techniques could be used to replace the manually written string function
summaries we use here, among other applications, but integrating them with a string decision procedure
as in this report is future work. Previous work has also proposed improvements to white-box exploration
techniques to reduce the number of paths that need to be explored (i.e., the path explosion problem) by using
a compositional approach [22] or trying to identify parts ofpaths that have already been explored [11]. Such
techniques can be combined with our string-enhanced white-box exploration technique to further enhance
the exploration.

Automatic signature generation. Previous work on automatic signature generation produces symbolic-
execution based vulnerability signatures directly from the vulnerable program binary [13, 14, 18, 19]. Such
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signatures model the conditions on the input required to exploit a vulnerability in the program. The dif-
ference between those signatures and our models is that vulnerability signatures try to cover only paths to
a specific program point (namely, the vulnerability) ratherthan all paths inside some given function. A
significant shortcoming of early proposals is that the signatures have low coverage, typically covering a
single execution path [19]. More recent approaches have proposed to cover more execution paths by remov-
ing unnecessary conditions using path slicing techniques [18], iteratively exploring alternate paths to the
vulnerability and adding them to the signature [13,18], or using static analysis techniques [14].

Property verification. Model checking techniques can be used to determine whether aformal model
(including of a program) satisfies a property [17]. They havebeen applied to security problems such as
verifying temporal-logic properties of an access control system [27], and evaluating attack scenarios in a
network that contains vulnerable applications [32,34]. But such techniques typically require the availability
of a model, which limits the applicability to other securityproblems. In this paper we present a technique to
automatically extract models from binaries, which can enable the application of model checking techniques
to other applications.

Cross-site scripting attacks. Cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks, where an attacker injects active code
(e.g., JavaScript) into HTML documents, are an important and widely studied class of attacks [20, 25, 28,
30, 31]. Recent work has studied content sniffing XSS attacks, a class of XSS attacks where the attacker
embeds executable code into different types of content, such as images or PDF documents [9]. In this work
we show how to construct content-sniffing XSS attacks by automatically extracting models of the content
sniffing algorithm in the browser and comparing them to the web site’s content filter.

String constraint solvers. Simultaneous work reports on solvers that support a theory of strings [10, 26,
29]. Even though during the course of this work no string constraint solver was publicly available, we
designed our abstract string syntax so that it could use sucha solver whenever available. Thus, rather
than translating the abstract string operations into a theory of arrays and integers, we could easily generate
constraints in a theory of strings instead, benefiting from the performance improvements provided by these
specialized solvers.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we present an approach for extracting models ofsecurity-sensitive operations directly from
program binaries. Such models enable third-party analyststo reason about the code, even when the source
code of the program is not available. For example, they can beused for finding filtering-failure attacks, a
broad class of security issues where a filter, intended to block malicious inputs destined for an application,
incorrectly models how the application interprets those inputs, leaving the application vulnerable to attack.

Since many security-sensitive applications rely heavily on string operations, and current exploration
approaches are not effective at dealing with such operations, our model extraction approach is based on
string-enhanced white-box exploration, a novel technique that improves the effectiveness of white-box ex-
ploration on programs that use strings by reasoning directly about the string operations. Our results show
that reasoning directly about string operations significantly increases the coverage of the exploration per unit
of time.

String-enhanced white-box exploration introduces stringconstraints into the path predicate and trans-
lates those constraints into a syntax that can be understoodby an off-the-self solver that supports a theory of
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arrays and integers. It abstracts the strings representation so it can be used, for instance, with programs that
use C strings (where the string is represented as a null-terminated array of characters), as well as C++ string
libraries (where the string may be represented as an object containing an array of characters and an explicit
length).

We implement our model extraction approach using string-enhanced white-box exploration and use it to
extract models of the proprietary content sniffing algorithms of two popular browsers: Internet Explorer 7
and Safari 3.1. We use the generated models to automaticallyfind content-sniffing XSS attacks, an in-
stance of filtering-failure attacks. We also show how string-enhanced white-box exploration increases the
effectiveness of the exploration compared to byte-level exploration techniques.
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